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VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE

Specification:

The invention provides both interactive and preprogrammed timing for sports games,

and for voice and other annoimcements when specified times occur. While the invention

can be used with many games, such as football and street hockey, basketball will often be

used as a concrete example

Referring to the drawings, wherein the same reference numerals indicate like

elements throughout the several figures, there is shown in Fig 1 a fvmctional schematic

block diagram of a preferred embodiment ofa processor-based timer-speaker system 10

which operates in accordance with the methods ofthe present invention. In the presently

preferred embodiment, system 10 includes a controller or processor 12 which controls the

timing, visual and audio outputs, and other fimctions.

Preferably processor 12 includes or has access to a read only memory (ROM) 14 for

storing fixed information such as executable processor code, fixed or default timing

parameters or parameter ranges, files containing digital representation ofprerecorded

voice announcements, and/or files containing fragments ofannoimcements that are

concatenated to produce a complete voice announcement. ROM 14 is of a type well

known to those skilled in the art for storing fixed information that is not changed by the

processor during execution ofprocessor operations. ROM 14 may utilize magnetic,

optical, or other media and may be ofthe type that can be reprogrammed, such as

EPROM, to allow easy modification of the program as the need arises.

Processor 12 also includes or has access to random access memory (RAM) 16 for

tenq)orary storage ofdata such as saved time values, and temporary storage of executable

code and digitized voice annoimcements. RAM 16 is ofa type well known to those

skilled in the art, and may utilize magnetic, optical or other media, and may be associated

with any format such as PCMCIA conq)atible storage devices.

R0M14 is a storage device for storing a plurality ofaudio files and a set of

predetermined times. RAM 16 also serves this purpose on a temporary basis.
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Processor 12 is preferably powered by batteries 18. The batteries provide portabUity,

which allows the system to be easily carried to game areas. This does not prechide use of
other power sources such as operation out ofa car batteiy or from connections to the

alternating current power grid. A voltage regulator 20 is included as needed.

Processor 12 also includes or has access to a clock 22 which provides a time baseline.

It is not necessary that the clock be synchronized to standard time zones, only that it

correctly tracks the passage oftime. Clock 22, in conjunction with processor 12, serves as
a timer to keep track ofgame time.

A keypad or set ofbuttons 24 is employed as a user input device to enter initial

settings into processor 12. Before starting a game, the players use keypad 24 to set up
timing parameters or accept default settings. The parameters may include, for example,
(a) length ofgame; (b) duration of time-outs; (c) shot clock duration; (d) option for cmwd
noise toward end ofgame; (e) the particular voice used for announcements.

The preferred embodiment includes a display control 26 and display 28 to prompt the
user during settip, provide visual feedback to the user as he enters setup information, and
provide a game clock readout. Display 28 need not be large and expensive since the user
will be standing close to it during the pre-game settip. During the game the primary time
indication will be by voice amiouncements, and the display serves an auxiliary role.

Preferably display 28 uses LCDs, but any other display technology is acceptable.

A switch 30 is provided to start the-primary, or first, game timerJS. This may operate
independently or in conjunction with other switches to be described. Switch 30 is

connected to processor 12 in such a mamier that the processor starts timing the game
when the switch is closed.

Timer-speaker system 10 broadcasts audible voice amiouncements using a speaker

32. The digital files stored in ROM 14 or temporarily in RAM 16 are converted to analog
signals in digital-to-analog converter 38. These signals are then processed via circuits 34
which may contain an integrated circuit and amplifier. In an alternate embodiment.-the
digital to analog converter 38 is contained in sound circuits 34 rather than process(!r 12.

In the preferred embodiment the recognizable voice ofa professional, well-known
announcer is used for the amiouncements. While this is preferred, any voice can be used.

Preferably the full amiouncements are stored in digital files in ROM 14, but alternately.
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they can be stored temporarily inRAM 16, or individual words can be stored and

concatenated upon playback. Alternately, a voice record/playback single-chip can be used

that contains sufficient ROM and RAM for voice storage and handUng purposes, digital

to analog converter 38 and fihering and amplification 34.

When switch 30 is closed, processor 12 causes speaker 32 via digital to analog

converter 38 and sound circuits 34 to announce game time. For example, ifthe game time

has been set for 20 minutes, speaker 32 announces "Starting game at 20 minutes," or

'Twenty minutes remaining," or "20 minutes," or similar voice announcement that

indicates the time remaining. To enhance reaUstic effects a horn 36 may be added to the

system to reproduce the end-of-game sound. Preferably, a digHal file ofa horn sound can

be stored inROM 14 or temporarily in RAM 16 and outputted to speaker 32 to simulate

the horn sound without actuaUy using horn 36. A horn sound is desired in order to

simulate the end sound ofan official game. The preferred embodiment also provides

musical flourishes and crowd noises toward the end ofthe game. These are reproduced

from digital files stored inROM 14.

Speaker 32 is the preferred electro-acoustics device to announce timing events to

players.

As the game progresses and time remaining decreases, at certain specified intervals

the processor causes the speaker to announce the remaining time. An example of such

announcements at predetermined times is illustrated in the following table:
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Table 1. Announcements Caused by the Primary Timer

Seconds on Primary Timer Audio Out
1200 20 Minutes
900 1 5 Minutes
600 10 Minutes
300 5 Minutes
240 4 Minutes
180 3 Minutes
120 2 Minutes
90 1 Minutes 30 Seconds
60 1 Minute to go!

30 30 Seconds
20 20 Seconds
10 10 Seconds
9 9
6 8

7 7

6 6
5 5
4 4
3 3
2 2
1

1

0 HORN

When switch 30 is initially closed, processor 12 also causes display 28 in

conjunction with display control 26 to show the preset game time. As time passes, the

processor causes the display to show time remaining at one second intervals until the last

seconds ofthe game at which time the display shows the passage oftime in increments of

tenths ofseconds. This is the preferred embodiment, but announcements and display can

be updated at any appropriate time intervals.

In the preferred embodiment a remote time-out switch 42 is worn by key players to

enable them to call (Le., initiate) a time out. This-sSwitch 42_and its accoutrements may

have the appearance ofa wristwatch vrith a large button. When a player presses the

button a transmitter 44 enclosed with the switch sends a wireless signal that indicates the

time-out switch has been closed. The wireless signal may be electromagnetic such as

radio frequency waves used in walkie-talkies, optical, infrared such as used in TV
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rentes, ultrasomc. sonic such as by audible .o«s, or any other n^ner by which a
signal may be ttansoAted reliably without the use ofwir^s, cables or fibers Tlte
transnussion is detected by ««=eiver 46 tha. decodes the signal and se«is a hardwire or
fiber signal to processor 1 2 indicating that tin>es.ut has been called.

Switch 42. in conjunction with transmitter 44 and i«>eiver 46, is the preferred remote
control means for playe.. to stan and stop .hMimer Bby wireless communicafion

The duration ofthe time-out wUl have been preset via keypad or buttons 24 ora
de&tlt will have been selected. When the b«ak m action has expired. M*.pr„cessorJ2
mdtcatcs the-titis to fite players by speaker 32 and or display 28 that it is time to restart
the game. Prefetably when the break is over the processor causes speaker 32 to carry a
vo«anno,»ement of "Star, the Cl„ck.-Timem» or other announcement indicatmg
that the break in action is over. When the playe,. are ,^y. one ofthe players activates
*Mmte-in switch 42 to cause the game thne to start again at the same time it stopped
when tmte-out was activated. In the implementatbn in figure 1 . switch 42 toggles and
serves as both time-out and time-in switch. As is weU known to practitioners in the ar,

iimctions oftime-in and ,hne-o« couM just as easily be divided among two switches
Preferably during the break, display 28 wiU continue showmg the (fixed) time .emaining
when time-out was called When the heak is over, the processor starts agam to upKlate
the amK-uncement times and visual display in accordance with the predetennined
schedule.

An alternate embodunent starts updating the timer and display automaticaUy when
the predetermined time-out period is ended, mther than wait fc, a player to activate the
timer.

An auxiUary local time-out switch 40 can be provided to aUow a co^^
spectator to control the timer. The primary time-out switch is remote switch 42

An example ofthe voice amiouncements that may occur when time-out is called and
when It ends is illustrated in the foUowing table:
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The preferred embodiment includes both remote and local time out switches 42 and

40. Either may be used to activate the time-out state. It is to be understood that the above

discussion is for the configuration in which the-time-out switches 40 and 42 toggles and

thus serves also as time-in. As mentioned previously, the time-in switch (not shown) can

be eliminated ifdesired m which case the timer and display continue where they were

when time-out was called. The advantage ofusing a time-in switch, whether included in

switch 42 or separate, is to allow players extra tune to resume their playing positions after

"Time-in" is armounced.

In the preferred embodiment a secondary timing fimction is also provided by

processor 12. The purpose ofthe-secondafy timer 15_is to provide timing of short

duration events such as a time limit on holding the ball without shooting, otherwise

known as the shot clock, or a twenty five second limit for snapping or fi-ee kicking after

"ready for play" in football. A remotely controlled secondary timer switch 50 is provided

to be activated by a player, that activates the shot clock or secondary timerJLS. This

secondary timer switch 50 does not interfere with the game time clockJJ , which keeps

ruiming. In the preferred embodiment, a local (non-wireless) secondary timer switch 48 is

also provided to enable a coach or cooperating spectator the ability to start the secondary

timer.

In the preferred embodunent one or more players are provided with remote secondary

timer switches 50 that they can activate easily by pressing a button on their person.

Preferably this-switch 50 and associated circuitry are enclosed in the same housing as

time-out switch 42 and its associated circuitry. The-sSecondary timer switch 50 need not

be activated routinely but it is available in case one team holds the ball for a long time

without making a serious effort to score, at which point the defending team can start the

timer 15 thereby forcing the offensive team to shoot within a reasonable time period.

Remote switch 50 is coimected to transmitter 44, which may be the same or different one

as used with remote time-out switch 42. The-pReceiver 46 can be the same or different

one as the receiver used with remote time-out switch 42. In either case the signals must

be sufficiently different for time-out and shot clock so that the receiver or receivers

interpret the signal unambiguously.
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It is preferred that both local 48 and remote 50 shot clock switches be available.

Preferably one key player on both teams carries a remote switch unit comprising switches

42 and 50 as well as transmitter 44.

An example ofannoimcements that may be used to indicate seconds remaining on the

shot clock are illustrated in the table below:

Table 3. Announcements Based on Secondary Timer
Seconds on Secondary Timer Threshold Audio Out

25 25 25 on the shot clock

10 10 10 on the shot clock

5 5 5 on the shot clock

4 4 4

3 3 3

2 2 2

1 1 1

0 0 HORN

An alternate way of initiating time -ins and timo - outs without using cither the local or

remote switches is by use of voice activation. A player's command is shown as voice 60

in Fig 1
.
In this embodiment, a microphone 52 picks up the sounds of the players and or

spectators in the game. Microphone 52 could be connected to the timing-announcement

base unit by a short cable, or it could be embedded in the unit, or it could be included in

the remote switch and transmitter unit worn on the players. For the purpose of discussion,

it will be assumed that the microphone is embedded in the base unit.

The acoustic signals picked up by the microphone arc communicated to an analog to

digital converter 54 where they ore digitized for handling by processor 12. In this

embodiment, a voice recognition routine 56 is included in the processor and, upon

recognition of certain specified words such as "Shot clock" or 'Time Out," passes a flag

to processor 12 such that the processor will treat this information as if someone had

activated the Start Shot Clock or Timo-Qut switch. Voice recognition software is an off-

the shelf commodity item and is available from numerous reputable vendors. Its inner

workings will not be described.

Another dtomate way of initiating time ins and time outs without using remote

switches or voice commands is by means of a whistle 58 or other instrument that

generates an acoustic tone. The apparatus may be on inc?^nsive air-operated whistle or
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afl^ctronio whistle-pewered by battery. The tone would have a predetermined

frequency and would be sensed by microphone 52. The tone is then converted to digital

format in analog to digital converter 51In this embodiment, the software in processor 12

filters or analyzes the frequency content of the signal to detect the presence of the

signifying tone . This can be done by means of a bandpass filter that ehminates all other

background noise, or by a Fourier Transform that detects a discrete peaieat-the

predetermined frequency, or by any other means for detecting the presence of a

predetermined tone. Alternately, the block labeled microphone 52 may contain analog

filters and or detectors that can filter out other noise and detect the presence ofthe

predetermined tone. When the tone is detected, the processor sets a flag and treats this

information as if someone had activated the Start Shot Clock or Time-Qut switch. By

means of multiple whistles or a whislo with multiple tones, both time out and shot clock

can be individually activated.

Whistle 58 can be worn around a player's neck or carried on his person. As

previously mentioned, it can be electrically or acoustically activated. It is an attractive

alternative embodiment to electrical or infrared wireless transmitters because it is

inexpensive and its simple tone is easy to detect over backgound noisc:

The voice 60 and v\;^histlc 58 commands, in conjunction with microphone 52, analog

to digital converter 5 1 and voice recognizor 56 arc secondar>^ remote means for players to

start and stop the timer by wireless communication.

The timer-speaker system also includes an off-on power switch (not shown).

In summary, processor 12 starts and stops the game and secondary timers 13 and 15

respectively when previously described remote control means are activated; selects

appropriate audio files, such as illustrated in text form in the enclosed tables, at

predetermined times; and passes these audio files to electro-acoustics devices such as

speaker 32 and horn 36, in conjunction with digital to analog converter 38 and sound

circuits 34 to be used as required or convenient, thereby generating audible sounds such

as shown in text form in the enclosed tables.

Fig 2 shows the preferred embodiment ofa remote switch and transmitter unit 70 to

be worn by designated players. A large button 42 serves as the time-out switch which,

when closed, causes transmitter 44 (not shown) inside a case 72 to send a time-out signal
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to receiver 46 (not shown). A smaUer switch button 50 causes transmitter 44 (not shown)
inside the case to send a start shot clock signal to receiver 46 (not shown). The preferred

attachment to the player is by a strap 74 as used in wristwatches. Other attachments such

as by clips and pins and Velcro® are also suitable.

Fig 3 illustrates the use of the sports timer-speaker in a basketball game. For

simplicity only two players are shown, but typically there would be four or more players.

The number ofplayers is not important for the purposes ofthis invention. A standard

outdoor basketball goal is shown consisting ofa hoop and net 80, backboard 82 and post

84. A player 86 wears the wrist strap embodiment ofremote switch and transmitter unit

70 shown in Fig 2. Upon activation of wrist switch 42 the transmitter inside case 72 emits
a wireless signal 88 using any ofthe technologies previously described such as

ultrasonics, infrared, acoustic or radio frequency waves. In Fig 3, wireless signal 88
transmits through the air to the timer-speaker base unit 90. Receiver 46 (not shown)

embedded in or connected to base unit 90 relays the change in switch state to processor

12 (not shown) which is housed inside the base unit. In Fig 1, processor 12 addresses the

appropriate file or files in memory 14 or 16, concatenates the files as necessary to form a
new file containing the complete phrase, and sends the resulting digital audio file to

digital-to-analog converter 38. Converter 38 outputs an analog form ofthe audio file to

sound circuits 34 which appropriately condition the analog sound for speaker 32. The
analog signal is then output to the speaker or other electro-acoustic converter. Referring

again to Fig 3, the speaker inside base unit 90 causes acoustic waves 92 to be propagated

thereby causing an audible announcement 94 such as "Time Out!" While the process is

complicated, with modem processors the speed at which the amiouncement takes place is

extremely fast, and will be perceived as instantaneous by the players.

Fig 4 shows an embodiment ofannouncement-timer base unit 90. Shown is a speaker

grille 102 which protects speaker 32 (not shown). TTiere is an oflf-on switch 100 and
visual display 28. The^isplay 28.doubles as a remaining-time indicator during play

action and as a feedback indicator during setup. Setup buttons 24 are shown. Local

switches 40 and 48 and microphone 52 may or may not be used and are not shown. TTie

receiver sensor is shown as 46' for the particular case of infrared or optical transmissioa

(The receiver sensor 46' is part ofthe receiver 46, not shown.)
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Fig 5 shows a side sectional view oftimer-speaker base unit 90. Speaker 32 and or

horn 36 (not shown) are protected by grille 102. Batteries 18, and a printed circuit board

1 12 are enclosed in a high impact plastic case 98. A removable battery cover 1 10 is

shown. In one implementation the circuit board 1 12 contains processor 12, RAM 16,

ROM 14, clock 22, voltage regulator 20, receiver circuits 46, display and sound circuits

26 and 34, respectively, and others not shown. On the face ofcase 98 are mounted an off-

on sv^ch 100, an optional time-out start switch 40 (not shown) , and shot clock switch 48

(not shown). Preferably the case also contams set up buttons 24, and tune remaining

display 28 (not shown). If infrared technology is used to transmit signals from the remote

switches worn by the players, then an infrared detector wmdow would also be placed on

the case face. Infrared sensor 46' is shown.

Fig 6 illustrates the primary timer flow chart. It shows how the-timer 13 keeps track

ofgame tune, starts and stops when remote control means are activated, and selects and

passes on audio files when key tuning events occur. Many timing schemes are available

but the one presented is a preferred implementation. The program starts at step 200 when

Start Game (Primary Timer) switch 30 is actuated. This causes the first time threshold to

be set at step 202. The thresholds are taken from Table 1. Ifthe game is set up for 15

minutes, for example, the first threshold is the next lower value, or 600 seconds. (This is

the next lower time below 15 minutes or 900 seconds in Table 1). At the start of the

game, the Interrupt Flag and Time-out Flags are set to zero and the variable TIME is set

to game time, which is 900 seconds in this example.

In step 204, a timing loop decrements in units preferably less than a tenth of a second.

The tune decrement is shown as X msec (milliseconds) in Fig 6, where X can be any

reasonable value such as 10 msec or 50 msec for example. For illustration, let X be 10

msec. As it enters the loop, TIME = 900 seconds. The first time through the loop the

TIME is decremented by 10 msec and becomes 899.990 seconds. A decision node 206

checks ifTIME equals the current threshold, 600 seconds. Since it does not, the flow

proceeds directly down to the next decision node 216. IfTIME had equaled the current

threshold, the threshold would change in step 208 to the next lower threshold and the

program would request a tune announcement step 210,
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Occasionally a player will request a time-out by activating his time-out switch 42

causing a timeout signal to be sent from transmitter 44 to receiver 46. This causes a time-

out interrupt 214 to occur in the software process. When a time-out is received, the

interrupt flag is set to unity in step 212.

The software checks in every loop cycle for the state ofthe interrupt flag. Normally it

will be set to zero and the software will proceed to the next decision node 222. However,

when time-out interrupt flag is set to unity (Yes branch in node 216), several events occur

in step 218. The TIME value is stored in a ten^orary location, Temp TEVE, and TIME

is reset to the preset time-out duration, say 25 seconds. Since the Interrupt Flag has been

acknowledged it is reset to zero. This re-arms it for the next timeout. Since we are now in

time-out, the Time-out Flag is set to 1 and remains there until the timeout has ended. A

request is sent to cause a "Time Out! " armouncement step 220 in accordance with Table

2. The logic then loops back to step 204 where, 10 msec later, TIME is decremented by

10 msec, and the process is repeated. The next time through the loop the interrupt flag

will be zero and the logic will proceed to decision node 222.

Decision node 222 determines ifthe system is in normal or time-out mode. If the

time-out flag = 1 (Yes branch in node 222) then the value ofTIME is checked in node

224 to determine if it is zero. Typically during timeout it will not be (No branch in node

224) and the logic will proceed back to step 204 for the next cycle 10 msec later. When

the end oftime-out is reached, node 224 will register yes. Time is retumed to normal time

in step 226 by setting TIME equal to the stored Tenfip TIME. The Time-out flag is

retumed to its normal state (zero) and the logic proceeds to step 204 where the cycle

starts over 10 msec, later.

In the usual process there is no time out and the flow proceeds directly from step 204

and node 206 to decision node 228 which in essence is asking if the game is over.

Normally it will not be over (No branch in node 228) and the logic proceeds to step 204

where the next cycle starts 10 msec later. There is one moment in every game, however,

when TIME = 0. This signifies the game is over. A request in step 230 is then generated

for a "Game Over " Annoimcement or for a hom actuation. The program ends at terminus

232.
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1

Fig 7 illustrates the secondary timer flow, using the shot clock in basketball as an

example. This details a second timer which keeps track oftime for a predetermined short

time interval within the game, and generates additional appropriate voice aimoimcements.

A player or spectator starts the shot clock by activating local shot clock switch 48, or,

preferably, a player starts it by using remote switch 50. This starts a shot clock in step

248, causing the preset shot clock time to be announced in step 250 so the players are

made aware that the shot clock has been started and how much time is allowed. Next, the

first "Time2 Threshold" is set at step 252. The thresholds are taken from Table 3. Ifthe

shot clock is set for 25 seconds, for example, the first threshold is the next lower value, or

10 seconds. (This is the next lower time below 25 seconds in Table 3). When the shot

clock is started, TIME2 is set to shot clock tune (25 seconds in this example) at step 252.

In step 254 a timing loop decrements in xmits preferably less than a tenth ofa second.

This is shown as X msec in figure 7, where for illustration we let X ^ 10 msec

(milliseconds). As it enters the loop, TIME2 = 25 seconds. The first time through the

loop TIME2 is decremented by 10 msec and becomes 24.990 seconds. A decision node

256 checks ifTIME2 equals the current threshold, 10.000 seconds. Most ofthe time,

TIME2 does not equal a threshold, but when it does, Time2 Threshold is incremented in

step 258 to the next lower value in the left colunrn in Table 3 (this is an increment in an

address, but a decrement in terms oftime remaining), and a request in step 260 is

generated to announce shot clock time, which is the current threshold time.

In the usual case TIME2 does not equal a threshold at node 256 and the logic

proceeds to decision node 262. There it is determined ifTIME2 = 0, that is, if the shot

clock time has expired. If it has not expired the logic proceeds to step 254 where, after

0.010 seconds (10 milliseconds), TIME2 is decremented by 0.01 seconds and the cycle

repeats. When finally TIME2 has decreased to zero (Yes branch in node 262) a request is

made for Hom activation in step 264 and the program ends at terminus 266.

When requests are made by the primary or secondary timer to activate an

announcement or a horn, the activation does not automatically take place for various

reasons. Conflicts will sometimes occur between the two timers (game time and shot

clock in the example) as they both try to activate aimoimcements simultaneously or

sufiBciently close that they will cause confiisioa There may also be times when the game
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has ended but the shot clock is still running and requests annoimcements after the game is

over. Thxis part ofthe fiinctionality ofthe processor is to resolve such conflicts. It does

this by the following rules:

1 . The shot clock timer may make no announcements or horn activations

in the last ten seconds ofthe game and after the game has ended.

2. Other than the last 10 seconds ofgame time, the timer with the least

time remaining has priority.

These rules are preferred but reasonable alternative rules could also be applied.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes could be made to the

embodiment described above without departing fi-om the broad inventive concept thereof.

It is xmderstood, therefore, that this invention is not limited to the particular physical

embodiment disclosed, but is intended to cover modifications within the spirit and scope

of the present invention as defined by the appended claims.
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Claims:

21. (Amended) An interactive timing and annunciation system for use in an unofFiciated

sports game, comprising:

(a) a timer for the purpose of clocking time in said sports game:

(b) a storage device for storing audio files, to be activated upon start and stop of said

timer:

(c) an electro-acoustic device for the purpose ofusing said audio files to make audible

annunciations at start and stop of said timer:

(d) a switch on the person of said sports player to allow said sports player, while plaving.

to initiate real-time signals to control said timer and make said audible annunciations at

the event of said real-time signals:

(e) a transmitter on the person of said sports player to transmit said start and stop signals

fi"om said switch:

(f) a receiver to receive said start and stop signals from said transmitter:

(g) a processor to start and stop said timer in response to said start and stop signals

proceeding fi'om said receiver, and to initiate audible announcements in response to said

start and stop signals proceeding fi-pm said receiver.

22. (Amended) The system of claim 21 additionally comprising:

(a) said storage device to include files of predetermined times of said timer:

(b) said processor to include initiation of audible annunciations upon occurrence of said

predetermined times of said timer.

23. (Amended) The system of claim 21 additionally comprising:

(a) a second timer to keep track of time for predetermined short time intervals within said

game;

(b) said storage device to include files ofpredetermined times of said second timer:

(c) said processor to include initiation of audible annunciations upon occurrence of said

predetermined times of said second timer
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24. (Amended) The system of claim 21 wherein said audio files are stored digitally.

25. (Amended) The system of claim 21 additionally comprising a visual display that

displays remaining time on said timer.

26. (Amended) An interactive timing and annunciation system for use in an unofficiated

sports game, comprising:

(a) a timer for the purpose of clocking time in said sports game:

(b) a storage device to store predetermined times of said timer, and to store audio files to

be activated upon start and stop and at said predetermined times of said timer:

(c) an electro-acoustic device for the purpose ofusing said audio files to make audible

annunciations when said timer is started and stopped and at said predetermined times

stored in said storage device:

(d) a switch carried on the person of said snorts player to allow said sports player, while

playing, to initiate start and stop signals for said timer and make said audible

annunciations at the event of said start and stop signals:

(e) a transmitter carried on the person of said sports plaver to transmit said start and stop

signals fi'om said switch:

(f) a receiver to receive said start and stop signals fi-om said transmitter:

(g) a processor to start and stop said timer in response to said start and stop signals

proceeding fi-om said receiver, and to initiate audible annunciations in response to said

start and stop signals proceeding firom said receiver, and upon occurrence of said

predetermined times of said timer.

27. (Amended) The system of claim 26 additionally comprising a second timer to keep

track of time for predetermined short time intervals within said game and generate

additional audio annunciations.

28. (Amended) The system of claim 26 wherein said audio files are stored digitally.
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29. (Amended) The system of claim 26 additionally comprising a visual display that

displays remaining time on said timer.

30. A method for interactively timing an unoflBciated game in a sport such that audio

outpxits are generated at appropriate times in said game and in response to initiation by

one or more players, coiiqjrising:

(a) , storing audio files and a set ofpredetermined times; and

(b) . providing a timer to keep track ofgame time; and

(c) . providing a remote control means for said players to start and stop said timer by

wireless communication; and

(d) . providing an electro-acoustics device; and

(e) . providing a processor which:

(1) starts and stops said timer when said remote control means are activated; and,

(2) selects said audio files at said predetermined times; and

(3) passes said audio files to said electro-acoustics device thereby generating

audible soimds.

31. The method ofclaim 30 additionally comprising providing a second timer to keep

track oftime for predefined short time intervals within said game and generate additional

appropriate audio announcements.

32. The method ofclaim 30 wherein said remote control means comprise providing one

or more switches wom on the person ofplayers and spectators that control said timer by

transmitting change-of-state by wireless communication and further comprise a receiver

which, upon detection ofthe change-of-state signal, causes said processor to start or stop

said timer.

33. The method ofclaim 30 wherein said audio files are stored digitally.

34. The method ofclaim 30 additionally providing a visual display that displays

remaining time on said timer.
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